THE INVITATION
THE PATH OF THE MYSTIC

TRANS-ILLUMINATION - PRINCIPLE AS PRACTICE
THE PATH OF THE MYSTIC
EMBODYING PRINCIPLE AS PRACTICE

What, you may ask, is Trans-Illumination?

The principle of Trans-Illumination allows you to see through a structure to the underlying pattern. It is the fusion of the principle with the practice, whereby the person and the principle have become one and the same.

In practical terms, you will discover the way in which The Path of the Mystic is exquisitely and inextricably an expression of the beauty and majesty of the holographic body complex.
WHAT NEW DISCOVERIES AWAIT YOU?

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION

• UNDERSTAND AND BECOME A LIVING EXPRESSION OF THE HOLOGRAPHIC LANGUAGE OF THE BODY, AND LEARN HOW TO TRANSFER AND TRANSMIT THIS TO OTHERS INSTANTLY.

• THIS IS AN OUTGROWTH AND EVOLUTION OF THE HOLOSETS PRINCIPLES AND EXPERIENCE, WHEREBY THE MODULES BECOME THE VEHICLE FOR THE INSTANT TRANSMISSION OF HEALING INTENT.

• LEARN “THE PROCESS” (TM) - AN ENTIRELY NEW AND REVOLUTIONARY METHODOLOGY, WITH FAR-REACHING IMPLICATIONS. LEARN AND UNDERSTAND HOW TO TRANSFORM THE MECHANISMS AND INTRICACIES OF THE BRAIN/MIND INTERFACE. THIS PROCESS WILL ALLOW YOU TO TRANSCEND THE LIMITATIONS OF THE FIELDS OF GLOBAL, AS WELL AS PERSONAL LIMITATIONS.

• EXPERIENCE “THE UNFOLDING” (TM) - THE JOURNEY INWARD ON THE PATH OF THE MYSTIC. THIS IS AN EXQUISITE SET OF TEMPLATES AND TOOLS THAT FACILITATE THE PROCESS OF INWARD GROWTH AND EVOLUTION.
HERE ARE SOME MULTI-FACETED JEWELS UNDER THE TREE OF LIFE

• EXPLORE MULTIPLE AVENUES OF ADVANCED INTUITIVE PERCEPTION

• CONCEPT, INTENT AND ACTIVITY MERGE AS ONE FLOWING EVENT

• HOW TO PERCEIVE UNDERLYING PATTERNS AND ACCESS THEIR ROOT ELEMENTS

• LEARN MULTIPLE WAYS TO ADDRESS THESE KEY PATTERNS AND ADDRESS AND TRANSFORM THEM

• PRACTICE AND INSTALL THE SKILL SETS NECESSARY TO EFFORTLESSLY FLOW FROM ONE PATTERN TO THE NEXT AS IF OBSERVING A STORY UNFOLDING

• EXPLORE SPIRITUALITY AS PRACTICALITY

THE JOURNEY BEGINS...

APRIL 13TH-15TH AT THE DOUBLETREE SEATTLE AIRPORT HOTEL